For grass-lined channels, the Manning roughness coefficient varies with the hydraulic radius and the functional relationship is highly non-linear. For this reason, a trial procedure is required in the traditional design process to solve the Manning formula to determine the bottom width and flow depth of the channel cross-section. To eliminate the trial procedure, direct graphical solutions have been developed for side slope z 2. This paper presents direct graphical and analytical solutions for bottom width and flow depth for any value of side slope in the practical range of z 2-8. The solutions are based on new dimensionless forms of the Manning formula. The graphical and analytical solutions for bottom width and flow depth are either exact or nearly exact. Application of the proposed solutions is demonstrated using a practical example. The proposed solutions, which make the design of grass-lined channels easier and more efficient, should be of interest to the hydraulic engineering community. 
Notation

Introduction
The traditional design of grass-lined open channels is based on trial procedure, see for example Chow (1959 ), French (1985 and Chen and Cotton (1988) . The trial procedure is necessary because the Manning roughness coefficient is a highly non-linear function of the hydraulic radius. The design of these channels is also unique because the roughness coefficient varies with the condition of the grass cover. For this reason, the design of a vegetallined channel is completed in two stages using the lowest and highest retardance classes of the grass being used. The first stage is a design for channel stability with immature vegetation offering little protection, and the second stage is a design for channel capacity with mature vegetation offering greater flow resistance. The side slope of grass-lined channels should not be steeper than a ratio of 2 horizontal to 1 vertical (z ¼ 2) to facilitate grass growth and to accommodate the equipment used for maintenance. When the channel is planned to be crossed by large equipment, z should be equal to 8 or greater (IEPA, 2010) . The hydraulic resistance characteristics of grassed-lined channels are discussed by Escarameia et al. (2002) .
To eliminate the trial procedure, two design charts for determining bottom width and flow depth for z ¼ 2 were developed by Akan and Hager (2001) based on predetermined solutions to the Manning formula for grass-lined channels. The charts are useful for quick design (or analysis) of grass-lined channels without the need for a trial procedure. Since the charts are based on z ¼ 2,
